Meeting Notes for August 2015
9 in attendance
Seneschal – report due in a few days
Heavy Marshall - we have fighters including a new person today Yay!
Rapier Marshall - barony is down to 9 active fighters. He is no longer on baronial
roster. Report
went in technically on time. An inventory will be made to get gear functional
again.
Archery Marshall - we are going to try starting practices here at meeting site. Need
archery
targets
Thrown Weapons - looking for a replacement
Exchequer - we currently have money. Report went in.
MoAS - there has been no formal activity but has been informal activity. There is new
interest in
armoring, need to get banner making on schedule, make a stool class, etc.
Marcos did a wedge bed before Pennsic, Katie can do an inkle weaving class.
Chatelaine - we have a bunch of new people, about a new person a month.
Chronicler - please give me submissions for next month's newsletter. We'll soon have
an Ask
Mahon section! :)

Rogue October
- We need a parking attendant. Reinhold offered to help, may try to see if can
tag team with Peregrin (if he's there).
- Site visit? Mughain emailed back and forth with site coordinator, will try to
schedule for site visit on Monday. Feast?

-

Sarnat and Artie meeting tomorrow to discuss feast. Will have tables of 8.
Mughain will have little cakes for 8 for each table.
Maya is royalty liason. Royal lunch including cheeses and stuff. Princess
Royales coming. Two retainers and TRMs and their daughters are comped.
Court would be easier to do outside, while staff sets up for feast. Keep day
camps to a minimum, space is limited. Retainer shifts to be hour by hour, sign
up online. There is a Holiday Inn and a Fairfield Inn hotel nearby.

New Business
- loaner armor = Marcos is taking it all to see what can be sewn or salvaged,
what's usable or not usable, what's checked out. Boxes that had armor in it
are trashed and need replaced. Reinhold suggested wood crates. Can later
discuss budget, amount of stuff needing to be stored
-

List poles are at Melissa's house and Reinhold's house. Need them for Rogue
October.

